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THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF POLYGONS IN HYPERBOLIC 
3-SPACE* 

MICHAEL KAPOVICHt, JOHN J. MILLSON*, AND THOMAS TRELOAR§ 

Abstract. We study the symplectic geometry of the moduli spaces Mr = Mr(IHI3) of closed 
n-gons with fixed side-lengths in hyperbolic three-space. We prove that these moduli spaces have 
almost canonical symplectic structures. They are the symplectic quotients of Bn by the dressing 
action of SU(2) (here B is the subgroup of the Borel subgroup of SL2(C) defined below). We show 
that the hyperbolic Gauss map sets up a real analytic isomorphism between the spaces Mr and the 
weighted quotients of (52)n by PSL2(C) studied by Deligne and Mostow. We construct an integrable 
Hamiltonian system on Mr by bending polygons along nonintersecting diagonals. We describe angle 
variables and the momentum polyhedron for this system. The results of this paper are the analogues 
for hyperbolic space of the results of [KM2] for Mrp3), the space of n-gons with fixed side-lengths 
in E3. We prove Mr(Il3) and Mr(E3) are symplectomorphic. 

1. Introduction. An (open) n-gon P in hyperbolic space B3 is an ordered 
(n+l)-tuple (£i,...,xn-fi) of points in E? called the vertices. We join the vertex 
Xi to the vertex Xi+i by the unique geodesic segment ei, called the i-th edge. We let 
Poln denote the space of n-gons in H3. An n-gon is said to be closed if xn+i = xi. 
We let CPoln denote the space of closed n-gons. Two n-gons P = [xi, ...,xn+i] and 
pf = [xii.-iXn^] are said to be equivalent if there exists g £ PSL2(C) such that 
gxi = x't, for all 1 < i < n + 1. We will either represent an n-gon P by its vertices or 
its edges, P = [a:i,...,a;n+i] = (ei,...en). 

Let r = (ri,...,rn) be an n-tuple of positive numbers. This paper is concerned 
with the symplectic geometry of the space of closed n-gons in H3 such that the z-th 
edge ei has side-length r*, 1 < i < n, modulo PSZ^C). We will assume in this 
paper (with the exception of §3) that r is not on a wall of Dn (see §2), hence Mr is a 
real-analytic manifold. 

The starting point of this paper is (see §4) 

THEOREM 1.1. The moduli spaces Mr are the symplectic quotients obtained from 
the dressing action of SU(2) on Bn. 

Here B = AN is the subgroup of the Borel subgroup of 51/2 (C), B = {(* ^ ) : 
A G M+, z G C}. B is given the Poisson Lie group structure corresponding to the 
Manin triple {sl{2, C), 5u(2), b) with (,) on s[(2, C) given by the imaginary part of the 
Killing form. 

REMARK 1.2. As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, the spaces Mr have an almost 
canonical symplectic structure (the symplectic structure depends on a choice of Iwa- 
sawa decomposition of SL2 (C) or a ray in E?, but given two such choices, there exist 
(infinitely many) g £ SL2{C) inducing an isomorphism of the two Poisson structures). 
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Our next theorem relates the moduli spaces Mr to the weighted quotients Q88t = 
Qsst(f) of (52)n constructed by Deligne and Mostow in [DM]. By extending the sides 
of the n-gon in the positive direction until they meet S2 = doo'EP, we obtain a map, 
the hyperbolic Gauss map 7 : Poln -» (S'2)n. We then have (here we assume Mr is 
smooth) 

THEOREM 1.3. The hyperbolic Gauss map induces a real analytic diffeomorphism 
i:Mr^Q8St{r). 

REMARK 1.4. In [KM2], the first two authors constructed an analogous ana- 
lytic isomorphism 7 : Mr(E

3) —> Q8St(r) where Mr(E
3) is the moduli space of n-gons 

with the side-lengths r = (ri,...,rn) in Euclidean space E3. Although they gave a 
direct proof, this latter result was a consequence of the Kirwan-Kempf-Ness theorem, 
[Ki],[KN], relating Mumford quotients to symplectic quotients. Our new result (The- 
orem 1.3 above) relates a Mumford quotient to a quotient of a symplectic manifold by 
a Poisson action. 

The key step (surjectivity) in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is of independent in- 
terest. We could try to invert 7 : Mr -t Qsst as follows. Suppose we are given 
£ = (&,—,&*) £ Qsst- We wish to construct P e Mr with y(P) = £. Choose x G H3. 
Put the first vertex xi = x. Let ai be the geodesic ray from xi to £1. Let #2 be the 
point on ai with d(xi,X2) = ri. Let 02 be the ray from #2 to £2- Cut off 02 at £3 so 
that d(x2^x^) = r2. We continue in this way until we get P = [#1, ...,a:n+i]. However 
it may not be the case that P closes up (i.e. xn+i = xi). 

THEOREM 1.5. Suppose £ is a stable configuration (see §3.1) on (52)n. Then 
there is a unique choice of initial point x = x(r,£) such that P closes up. 

REMARK 1.6. Let v be the atomic "measure" on S2 which assigns mass ri to the 
point &, 1 < i < n, keeping track of the order of the f^'s. Then the rule that assigns 
x = x(u) = x(£,r) above is PSL2(C)-equivariant and is a multiplicative analogue of 
the conformal center of mass, C(v), of Douady and Earle [DE], see also [MZ, §4]- 
Here v is the measure v = YM=\ 

r^(£ ~ &)• 

REMARK 1.7. We may use Theorem 1.3 to construct a length-shrinking flow 
on CPoln. Namely, let 0 < t < 1. Replace the weights r = (ri,...,rn) by tr = 
{tri,...,trn). We have 

Mr -£> Q88t(r) S Q88t(tr) ^ Mtr. 

The composition 7^ o^r is the length-shrinking flow. Note that Qsst{r) and Q8St{tr) 

are canonically isomorphic as complex analytic spaces.   We obtain a curve x{t) = 
x{tr,£). We have 

THEOREM 1.8. lim^o x{tr, £) = C(v), the conformal center of mass of Douady 
and Earle. 

REMARK 1.9. We see that C(v) is "semi-classical," it depends only on the limit 
as the curvature goes to zero (or the speed of light goes to infinity), see §3.3. 

Our final theorems are connected with the study of certain integrable systems 
on Mr obtained by "bending an n-gon along nonintersecting diagonals" Precisely, we 
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proceed as follows. We define the diagonal dij of P to be the geodesic segment joining 
Xi to Xj. Here we assume i < j. We let £ij be the length of dij. Then tij is a 
continuous function on Mr but is not smooth at the points where lij = 0. We have 
the following description of the Hamiltonian flow of £ij (it is defined provided £ij ^ 0). 

THEOREM 1.10. The Hamiltonian flow ^ of £ij applied to an n-gon P G Mr 

is obtained as follows. The diagonal d^ separates P into two halves. Leave one half 
fixed and rotate the other half at constant speed 1 around d^. 

For obvious reasons we call ^ "bending along d^." 

DEFINITION 1.11. We say two diagonals d^ and d0& of P do not intersect if the 
interiors of d*j and d*6 do not intersect, where d*j (resp. d*ah) is the diagonal of a 
convex planar n-gon P* corresponding to d^ (resp. dat,).   We then have 

THEOREM 1.12. Suppose d^ and d^ do not intersect, then 

REMARK 1.13. We give two proofs of this theorem. The first is a direct compu- 
tation of the Poisson bracket due to Hermann Flaschka. The second is an elementary 
geometric one depending on the description of the flows in Theorem 1.10. It corre- 
sponds to the geometric intuition that we may wiggle flaps of a folded piece of paper 
independently if the fold lines do not intersect. 

We obtain a maximal collection of commuting flows if we draw a maximal collec- 
tion of nonintersecting diagonals {d^, {i,j) G /}. Later we will take the collection of 
all diagonals starting at the first vertex, / = {(1,3), (1,4),..., (l,n - 1)}. Each such 
collection corresponds to a triangulation of a fixed convex planar n-gon P*. There 
are n — 3 diagonals in such a maximal collection. Since dim Mr = 2n — 6, we obtain 

THEOREM 1.14. For each triangulation of a convex planar n-gon P* we obtain an 
integrable system on Mr. Precisely, we obtain a Hamiltonian action of an (n-3)-torus 
on Mr which is defined on the Zariski open subset M^ defined by the nonvanishing of 
the lengths of the diagonals in the triangulation. 

We have a simple description of the angle variables and the momentum polyhedron 
attached to the above integrable system. Let M^ C M^ be the subset such that none 
of the n — 2 triangles in the triangulation are degenerate. Let 6ij be the dihedral angle 
at dij. Put 6ij = TT — 9ij. Then the 0ij are angle variables. 

To obtain the momentum polyhedron we follow [HK] and note that there are 
three triangle inequalities associated to each of the n — 2 triangles in the triangulation. 
These are linear inequalities in the £ijJs and the r^-'s. If they are satisfied, we can 
build the n — 2 triangles then glue them together and get an n-gon P with the required 
side-lengths n and diagonal lengths £ij. We obtain 

THEOREM 1.15. The momentum polyhedron of the above torus action (the image 
of Mr under the £ij's) is the subset of (M>o)n~3 defined by the 3(n — 2) triangle 
inequalities above. 

As a consequence we obtain 
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COROLLARY 1.16.  The functions £ij, (i^j) G /, are functionally independent. 

Our results on n-gon linkages in H3 are the analogues of those of [KM2] for n- 
gon linkages in E3. We conclude the paper by comparing the symplectic manifolds 
Mr(IHP) and Mr(E

3). Assume henceforth that r is not on a wall of Dn. 

Since the Euclidean Gauss map 7e : Mr(W) ->> Qsst(r) is a canonical diffeomor- 
phism as is the hyperbolic Gauss map 7^ : Mr(E

3) -> Qsst(r) we obtain 

THEOREM 1.17. The hyperbolic and Euclidean Gauss maps induce a canonical 
diffeomorphism 

M^E^-MrOI3). 

The last part of the paper is devoted to proving 

THEOREM 1.18. Mr(E
3) and M^H3) are (noncanonically) symplectomorphic. 

This theorem is proved as follows. Let XK be the complete simply-connected 
Riemannian manifold of constant curvature K. In [Sa], Sargent proved that there 
exists a > 0 and an analytically trivial fiber bundle TT : £ —t (—00, a) such that 
7r~1(^) = Mr(XK). We construct a closed relative 2-form UJK on E]^^^ such that uK 

induces a symplectic form on each fiber of TT and such that the family of cohomology 
classes [LJK] on £|(-oo,o] is parallel for the Gauss-Manin connection. Theorem 1.18 
then follows from the Moser technique [Mo]. 

The results are closely related to but different from those of [GW] and [A]. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. It is a pleasure to thank Hermann Flaschka for his help 
and encouragement. He explained to us the set-up for the Sklyanin bracket (see §4.1) 
and provided us with the first proof of Theorem 1.12. Also, this paper was inspired 
by reading [FR] when we realized that the dressing action of SU(2) on Bn was just 
the natural action of SU(2) on based hyperbolic n-gons. We would also like to thank 
Jiang-Hua Lu for explaining the formulas of §5.1 to us. We would also like to thank 
her for pointing out that it was proved in [GW] that the cohomology class of the 
symplectic forms LUe on an adjoint orbit in the Lie algebra of a compact group was 
constant. 

2. Criteria for the moduli spaces to be smooth and nonempty. In this 
chapter we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for the moduli space Mr to 
be nonempty and sufficient conditions for Mr to be a smooth manifold. 

First we need some more notation. Let * be the point in H3 which is fixed by 
PSU(2). We let Poln(*) denote the space of n-gons [xi,...,^n+i] with Xi = * and 
CPoln(*) = CPoln fl Po/n(*). We let iVr c Po/n(*) be the subspace of those n-gons 
P = [a;i,...,rcn+i] such that d(xi,Xi+i) = n, 1 < i < n. We put Nr = Nr/PSU(2) 
and Mr = Nr n CPoZn(*). Hence, Mr = Mr/PSU(2). 

Let TT : CPoln -> (M>o)n be the map that assigns to an n-gon e its set of side- 
lengths. 7r(e) = (ri, ...,rn) with r* = d(:Ei,£i+i), 1 < i < n. 

LEMMA 2.1. The image of TT is the closed polyhedral cone Dn defined by the 
inequalities 

n >0,...,rn>0 
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and the triangle inequalities 

fi < n H h f,- H h rn, 1 < i < n 

(here the A means that ri is omitted). 

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of the corresponding statement for 
Euclidean space, [KM1, Lemma 1]. D 

We next give sufficient conditions for Mr to be a smooth manifold. We will use 
two results and the notation from §4.3 (the reader will check that no circular reasoning 
is involved here). By Theorem 4.27 we find that Mr is a symplectic quotient. 

Mr^^\FiX
l{l)ISU{2) 

By Lemma 4.23, 1 is a regular value of <p unless there exists P G Mr such that the 
infinitesimal isotropy {su2)\p = {x € SU(2) : X(P) = 0} is nonzero. 

DEFINITION 2.2. An n-gon P is degenerate if it is contained in a geodesic. 

We now have 

LEMMA 2.3. Mr is singular only if there exists a partition {l,...,n} = /IIJ with 
#(/) > 1,#(J) > 1 such that 

5^ = ^.7. 

Proof. Clearly (5^2) |p = 0 unless P is degenerate. But if P is degenerate there 
exists a partition {l,...,n} = /HJas above (/ corresponds to the back-tracks and J 
to the forward-tracks of P). D 

REMARK 2.4. In the terminology of [KM1], [KM2], Mr is smooth unless r is on 
a wall of Dn. Note that if \I\ = 1 or \ J\ = 1 then r £ dDn and Mr is reduced to a 
single point. 

There is a technical point concerning smoothness. We could also define Mr as the 
fiber of TT : CPoln/PSL2(C) -» Dn over r. It is not quite immediate that smoothness 
of the symplectic quotient coincides with the smoothness of 7f~1(r). Fortunately, this 
is the case (note r is a regular value of ff <£> r is a regular value of TT). 

LEMMA 2.5. r is a regular value of- & 1 is a regular value of cp\Nr. 

Proof. The lemma follows from a consideration of the diagram 

Nr 

CP0ln(*)  -PoZn(*) 

V>o)n 
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and the observation that ip : Po/n(*) -¥ B (see §4.2) and the side-length map 
Poln(*) -> (M>o)n are obviously submersions.   Here we have abbreviated y)\Nr to 

3. The geometric invariant theory of hyperbolic polygons. 

3.1. The hyperbolic Gauss map and weighted quotients of the config- 
uration spaces of points on the sphere. The goal of the next two sections is to 
construct a natural homeomorphism 7 : Mr ->• Q8St where Qsst is the r-th weighted 
quotient of (S2)n by.P5L2(C) constructed in [DM] in the case that Mr is smooth. 
Qsst is a complex analytic space. We now review the construction of Qsst- 

Let M C (52)n be the set of n-tuples of distinct points. Then Q = M/PSZ^C) 
is a (noncompact) Hausdorff manifold. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A point ue (S2)n is called r-stable (resp. semi-stable) if 

Uj =v 

for all v E S2. Here \r\ = ]Cj=i rj- The set of stable and semi-stable points will be 
denoted by Mst and Msst respectively. A semi-stable point u 6 (52)n is said to be a 
nice semi-stable point if it is either stable or the orbit PSL2{C)u is closed in Msst. 

We denote the space of nice semi-stable points by MnS5t. We have the inclusions 

Mst C Mnsst C M8st. 

Let MCUsp = Msst — Mst- We obtain the points MCUsp in the following way. Partition 
5 = {1, ...,n} into disjoint sets 5 = Si U 52 with Si = {iu ...,u}, S2 = {ju—yjn-k} 
in such a way that r^ H h rik — ^ (whence r^ H h rjn_k = •^). Then u is 
in MCUsp if either u^ =   - - = Uik or u^ = • • • = Ujn_k. The reader will verify that 
u € Mcusp is a nice semi-stable point if and only if both sets of the equations above 
hold, relation TZ via: 
u = w (mod TZ) if either 
(a) u,w € Mst and w G PSZ^Q^, 
or 
(b) u,w € MCUsp and the partitions of S corresponding to {?, w coincide. 

The reader will verify that u,w € Mnsst — Mst then u = w (mod TZ) if and only 
if^GPSL2(C)n. 

It is clear that TZ is an equivalence relation. Set 

Qsst = Msst/TZ, Qnsst = MnSst/TZ, Qst — Mst/TZ, Qcusp — MCUsp/TZ 

each with the quotient topology. The elements of Qcusp are uniquely determined by 
their partitions. Thus Qcusp is a finite set. It is clear that each equivalence class in 
Qcusp contains a unique PSZ/2(C)-orbit of nice semi-stable points whence the inclusion 

Mn88t C Msst 

induces an isomorphism 

Qnsst = Mnsst/PSL2(C) -> Qsst- 
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In case ri,...,rn are rational then the quotient space Qsst can be given a structure 
of a complex projective variety by the techniques of geometric invariant theory applied 
to certain equivariant projective embeddings of (52)n, see [DM, §4.6]. This concludes 
our review of [DM, §4]. We now establish the connection with the moduli space Mr. 

For the rest of this section (with one exception) we will use the ball model of 
hyperbolic space (so * = (0,0,0)). We will compactify H3 by enlarging the open three 
ball to the closed three ball, thus we add S2 = ^ooEI3. Each point of S2 corresponds to 
an equivalence class of geodesic rays in H3. Two rays a and /3 are equivalent if they are 
asymptotic, i.e. limt-^oo Oi(t) = lim^co (3(t) in the closed three ball. Intrinsically the 
equivalent rays are characterized by the property that they are within finite Hausdorff 
distance from each other. 

In what follows all geodesic segments, geodesies and geodesic rays will be pa- 
rameterized by arc-length. We now define the hyperbolic Gauss map 7 (in various 
incarnations). Let cr = [x,2/], x,y £ B3, be the oriented geodesic segment from x to 
y. Let 5(0) be the ray, a : [0,00) ->• E3 with 5(0) = x and a(£) = y (here £ = £(a) 
is the length of the geodesic segment a). We define the (forward) Gauss map 7 on 
oriented segments by 

7(0") = lim ait). 

We may now define 7 : Nr -> (52)n by 

7(e) = (7(61),..., 7(en)). 

One of the main results of this paper is the following theorem - an analogue for 
Poisson actions of the theorem of Kirwan, Kempf, and Ness, [Ki], [KN]. 

THEOREM 3.2. 

(i) 7(Mr) CMnsst. 
(ii) If P is nondegenerate, then j{P) € M5i. 

(in) 7 induces a real analytic homeomorphism 7 : Mr -> Qsst- 
(iv) Mr is smooth if and only if Mst = Msst. In this case Qsst is also smooth and 

7 : Mr —> Qsst is an analytic diffeomorphism. 

Let 77 E S2. We recall the definition of the geodesic flow ^ associated to 77. 
(Strictly speaking, this flow is rather the projection to B3 of the restriction of the 
geodesic flow on UT(W) to the stable submanifold corresponding to 77.) Given z G H3 

there is a unique arc-length parameterized ray a with cr(0) = z, lim^oo a(t) = 77. By 
definition, 

#(*) = *(*)• 

We will also need the definition of the Busemann function &(#,£), x £ H3,^ 6 
doo^ • Let a be an arc-length parameterized geodesic ray from * to £. Then 

b(x,0 = ]im(d(x,<T(t)) -t). 

Note that for k G PSU(2) = Stab(*) we have 

b{kx1kt) = b(x,0- 
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Also, in the upper half space for E3, we have 

b((x,y,z),oo) = -logs. 

We now prove 

LEMMA 3.3. For fixed £, — V6(x,^) is the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic 
flow 4^. 

Proof. Prom the first formula above, it suffices to check this statement in the 
upper half space model (so * = (0,0,1)) for £ = oo. By the second formula 

-V&(x,2/,3) = z— . 

D 

We will now prove (i) and (ii) in the statement of Theorem 3.2 above. 

LEMMA 3.4. 
(i) i(Mr)CMnsst. 

(ii) P is nondegenerate <£> 7(P) 6 Mat- 

Proof. Let P G Mr be a polygon with the vertices xi, ...,xn+i = xn, we will use 
the notation Xi{t),Q < t < r^, for the parameterized edge e^ (so that 2^(0) = Xi). 
We test stability of 7(F) with respect to a point rj e S2. Let b(x) := b(x,r]) be the 
corresponding Busemann function. Then for any unit vector v e TX(IHP) 

(3.1) - Vb(x) >v<l 

with the equality if and only if the geodesic ray exp(E+ v) is asymptotic to 77. Similarly, 

(3.2) -V6(a0-t;>-1 

with the equality if and only if the geodesic ray exp(R_'y) is asymptotic to 77. Let 
/ C {1, ...,n} be the subset of indices such that 7(ei) = 77. Let J be the complement 
of / in {l,...,n}. Put 77 = Z)iG/r^ rj ~ Ylj^jr3' Since the polygon P is closed, 
using (3.1) and (3.2) we get: 

0 = -& = 5" r -x'^-VbixiWldA 
7^1 Jo 

- Ylri~!Lr3 = ri-rJ 
iei        jeJ 

with the equality if and only if every edge ej,j E J, is contained in the geodesic 
through 7] and Xj. Thus 77 < rj, i.e. 'Y(P) is semi-stable. If 7(P) is not stable then 
each edge e^, 1 < i < n, of P is contained in the geodesic through 77 and Xi, which 
implies that this geodesic is the same for all i. Hence P is degenerate in this case. □ 

In order to prove that 7 : Mr -> Qnsst is injective and surjective, we will first need 
to study a certain dynamical system /r^ EDiff(lHI3) attached to the configuration of 
n points £ = (£1, ...,£n) on S2 weighted by r = (77, ...,rn). The weights r will usually 
be fixed and we will drop r in /r^. 
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3.2. A dynamical system on H3  and the proof that the Gauss map 
is an isomorphism. Let £ = (£i,...,fn) G (52)n.   We define a difFeomorphism 
/$ : H3 -» H3 as follows. Assume that r = (ri,...,rn) E i^n is given. Let z € H3 

be given. Let ai be the ray emanating from z with lim^-^oo ^i (^) = £1 • Put Xi = z 
and #2 = 0i(n). Now let (72 be the ray emanating from #2 with lim^oo 02(t) = £2. 
Put £3 = (72(r2). We continue in this way until we obtain xn+i = an{rn) where an 

is the geodesic ray emanating from xn with limi_>00(7n(^) = £n. We define /$ by 
/^(z) = xn+i. Note that the polygon P = (xi, ...,a;n+i) belongs to Nr. 

We now give another description of /^: 

A = C0---0C 

where 0| is the time £ geodesic flow towards f. We may interpret the previous formula 
for /$ as a product (or multiplicative) integral [DF]. Partition the interval [0,1] into 
n equal subintervals, 0 = to < h < - - - < tn = 1. Let v be the atomic measure on 
[0,1] given by i/(t) = ^=0 ri+is(t " U)- Let A : [0,1] -* 52 be the map given by 
A|M;+i) = vu 0 < i < n - 1. Define A : [0,1] -> C^fEP,^!?)) by i4(t)(z) = 
V6(z, A(t)). Then in the notation of [DF], 

/-n 1 
A(i)dr/(i) e 

0 

inDiflpI3). 

REMARK 3.5. In fact, in [DF] the only integrals considered take values in GLn(C). 
We have included the above formula to stress the analogy with the conformal center of 
mass. The above integral is the multiplicative analogue of the gradient of the averaged 
Busemann function 

VK(z)= [   Vb{z,ri)(Kd»){ri) 
is2 i so- 

used to define the conformal center of mass (see §3.3). 

We will first prove 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose £ consists of three or more distinct points.  Then fe 
is a strict contraction. Hence, if £ is stable, /$ is a strict contraction. 

We will need the following lemma 

LEMMA 3.7.  Let £ G S2 and </>| be the geodesic flow towards f.   Then, for each 
t>0, 

(i) d(^|(^i),^|(^2)) < d(zi,Z2) with equality if and only if z\ and z^ belong to 
the same geodesic 7] with end-point £. 

(ii) If Z G TZ(EP) is a tangent vector, then 

mtm < \\z\\ 
with equality if and only if Z is tangent to the geodesic 77 through z which is 
asymptotic to £. 
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Proof. We prove (ii) noting that (ii) implies (i). Use the upper half space model 
for O3 and send £ to oo. Then, if Z = (a, 6, c) is tangent to M3 at (a;, 2/, 2), we have 

$o(aiy,*) = (*,!/, e**) 

and 

||I>#o(a,&,c) = \/e-2*a2 4- e-2i62 + c2 

REMARK 3.8. 1. In case of equality in (i), the points zi, 22, (t>\(zi), 0|(^2) all 
belong to rj. 

2. The above lemma also follows from the fact that D<f)UZ) is a stable Jacobi field 
along 77. 

We can now prove the proposition. By the previous lemma, /^ = <^n o • • • o ^ 
does not increase distance. Suppose then that d(f^(zi),f^(z2)) = d(zi,Z2). Then, 

d(02(*i),tf£(*a)) = <*(*!,**). 

Hence, 21, 22? ^(^I)J 02(^2) are all on the geodesic 771 joining Zi to £1. 
Next, 

rf(^(^i(^i)),0g(^i(%))) = d(0g(zi),^fe)). 

Hence, ^(21), ^(22), ^(^(^i))} ^(^i^2)) areaWon the same geodesic. This 
geodesic is necessarily 772, the geodesic joining ^(^i) to £2, since it contains ^(^i) 
and ^ ($^(21)). But since 772 contains 0^(^i) and 0^(22) it also coincides with 771. 
Hence, either £2 = £1 or £1 is the opposite end £1 of the geodesic 77!. We continue in 
this way and find that either & — £1 or & = £1, for all 1 < i < n. D 

Our next goal is to prove that f^ has a fixed-point in H3. Let H be the convex 
hull of {£1, ...,fn}- Let fii be the negative of the Busemann function associated to & 
so /% increases along geodesic rays directed toward &. Fix a vector r = (ri,...,rn) 
and r-stable configuration £ = (£i,...,£n) € S2. For 1 > h > 0, we shall consider 
/^ : O3 -> E3 where hr = (ftn,..., hrn). Note that fhr,z(H) c #• 

LEMMA 3.9. T/iere e:ns£ open horoballs, Oi, 1 < i < n, centered at &, which 
depend only on r and £, such that for each 1 < i < n, if x G Oi fl H, then 

(so fhr^fa) ^ "further away from" & than x). 

Proof The angle between any two geodesies asymptotic to & is zero, thus by 
continuity, for each e > 0, there exists a horoball Oi{e) centered at & so that for each 
x e Oi(e) fl H and for each point £j which is different from &, the angle between the 
geodesic ray from x to £7 and V6(a;,^) is < e. Let / = {£ £ {1, ...,n} : & = &}, J := 
{1, ...,n} — /. Recall the stability condition means: 

77 := 2^ r£ < rj := ^ rj 
£ei jeJ 
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thus we can choose 7r/2 > e > 0 so that 

rj — cos(e)rj < 0. 

We define L by Oi{e) — {fa > L} for this choice of e, then we define Oi by Oi := 
{fii > L + |r|}. Pick x € H nOi, this point is the initial vertex of the linkage P with 
vertices 

X1 = X,  X2 = ^(Xi), ...,  Xn+1 = (/>£n(xn) = fhrtd
X)' 

Note that since the length of P equals h\r\, (and /i < 1), the whole polygon P is 
contained in H fl Oi(e). We let Xj(t),t e [0,hrj] be the geodesic segment connecting 
Xj to Xj-j-i (parameterized by the arc-length). Then, 

n |Sfc+i 

/5i(a:n+i)-/3i(a:i) = 2A(«) 

n      fhrk 

V0i{xk{t))-xrk(t)dt 

Recall that \\V0i(xk(t))\\ = 1, 114(4)11 = 1, if £ G J then 

VA(^W)-4(i) = l, 

if j e J then 

V/3i(a:i(4))-x;(0<-cos(e) 

since a;j(4) E Oi(e) for each 0 < t < hvj. Thus, 

A(^n+i) - Piixi) < h^re   - /icos(e) Erj = h(ri - cos(e)rj) < 0. 
eei jeJ 

D 

We let OI := {A > L + 2|r|}, then 

PROPOSITION 3.10. //^ /ia5 a /ixeJ point in K := H - U£=i ^. 

Proo/. We claim that if x G ff - (JlLi O. then for all m > 0, 4m)(a;) ^ U2=i 0i' 
We first treat the case m = 1. Since d(a;, /^(x)) < |r| we see that x e H — IJlLi ^t 

implies f^(x) fi (JlLi ^i-   But if there exist an m — 1 such that y = f^m     (x) e 

ULi(Oi - 0'i)i then /e(m)(^) = fdv) $ \Sl=i0'i by Lemma 3.9 and the claim is 
proved. 

We find that the sequence {/^ (x)} is relatively compact and contained in K. 
Let A C K be the accumulation set for this sequence. This is a compact subset such 
that fe,{A) C A. If /^ does not have a fixed point in A then the continuous function 
0{x) := d(x, ft(x)),x e A is bounded away from zero. Let XQ G A be a point where 6 
attains its minimum. However (since /^ is a strict contraction) 

fl(/c(xo)) = <*(/*(*(>),/|(zo)) < dfro,/(a*)) = ^(^o), 
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contradiction. □ 
We can now prove Theorem 3.2. We firstj)rove that 7 : Mr —>• Qsst is injective. 

This easily reduces to proving that if P, Q G Mr with 7(P) = 7(Q), then P = Q. Let 
#1 be the first vertex of P, a^ be the first vertex of Q, and £ = 7(P) = 7(<3). Since 
P closes up, we have f^(xi) = xi. Since Q closes up, we have fzfai) = Xi. But, /$ is 
a strict contraction, hence xi = x^. It follows immediately that P = Q. 

We now prove that 7 is surjective. Let £ € Mat- There exists x G H3 with 
f^(x) = #. Let P be the n-gon with 7(P) = £ and first vertex x. Then P closes 
up and we have proved that 7 is onto the stable points. If £ is nice semi-stable but 
not stable, then £ = 7(P) for a suitable degenerate n-gon. Hence, 7 is surjective and 
Theorem 3.2 is proved. 

REMARK 3.11. We have left the proof that the inverse map to 7 : Mr -► Qst 
is smooth (resp. analytic) in the case Mr is smooth to the reader. This amounts to 
checking that the fixed-point of fe depends smoothly (resp. analytically) on £. 

3.3. Connection with the conformal center of mass of Douady and 
Earle. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.8 of the Introduction. We begin by 
reviewing the definition of the conformal center of mass C(u) G H3, where 1/ is a 
stable measure on 52 = dooIHP • Here we are using 

DEFINITION 3.12. A measure v on S2 is stable if 

KM) < ^, x e S2. 

Here, \v\ is the total mass of v. 

We define the averaged Busemann function, &„ : H3 —> M, by 

bv{x)= f b{x,t)MZ)- 
Js2 

We recall the following proposition ([DE], [MZ, Lemma 4.11]): 

PROPOSITION 3.13.   Suppose v is stable.   The by is strictly convex and has a 
unique critical point (necessarily a minimum). 

DEFINITION 3.14.  The conformal center of mass C(y) is defined to be the above 
critical point. Thus, 

VMCH=0. 

The main point is the following, 

LEMMA 3.15.  The assignment u -> C(y) is PSL2(C)-equivariant, 

Cfav) = gC(u). 

Here g*v is the push-forward of v by g G P5JL(2,C). 

We now return to the set-up of the previous sections. We are given r = (ri,..., rn) 
and a stable configuration £ = (£1,..., £n) G (S2)n. We have the dynamical system /^ 
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of the previous chapter, with fixed-point x = x(tr,£). We put u = ^27=1 r^(^ — £i)> 
where 5 is the Dirac probability measure supported on the origin in M3. We now have, 

LEMMA 3.16. 

jtft^\t=0=-VK 

Proof. We abbreviate — V&(a;,£i), the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic flow 
associated to &, to Xi. Thus we want to prove 

d_ 
dt ftr>Z \t=o=YlriXi 

i=l 

But if ipt and ifrt are flows with infinitesimal generators X and Y respectively, then 

d2 d_ 
dt t=/

0^) = c^2 
Pti 0 ^2 («) 

il=i2=0 

<2=o ^i 
Vti 0^o{x) 

ri,t2(x) + — 
t2=o dti 

ti=0 

ti=0 

Recall that 

Hence, 

= Y(x)+X{x). 

- Atrn   n Af^-1 

/tr,€W = CoC,rilo--"oC(a:)- 

1 
t=o /tr,€(^)=E-Y*(a:)- 

i=l 

We are ready to prove Theorem 1.8 of the Introduction. We abbreviate — Vb^ by 
X. 

THEOREM 3.17. Let x(tr,£) be the unique fixed point of ftr£, 0 < £ < 1. Then 

]imx(tr,e) =C(u). 

Proo/. We note that /or,£ = id. Hence, applying Lemma 3.16, the Taylor approx- 
imation of ftr£ (x) around t = 0 is 

ftr,dx) = x + tx(x) + PRfat) 
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(where i?(x, t) is smooth). Let (p(x,t) = X(x) + tR(xJt). By definition, the conformal 
center of mass C(i/) is the unique solution of 

(pfaQ) =X(x) = 0. 

Since bu is strictly convex, if z/ is stable, [MZ, Corollary 4.6], C(iy) is a nondegenerate 
zero of X and we may apply the implicit function theorem to solve 

ip(x,t) = 0 

for a; as a function of t near (C(J/),0). Thus, there exists S > 0 and smooth curve, 
x(t), defined for \t\ < J, satisfying 

(i) tp(x(t),t)=0 
(ii) f(0) = C(i/). 

But clearly, (i) implies ftr^{x(t)) = x(t), 0 < t < 5. Since the fixed-point of /tr^, 0 < 
t < 1, is unique, we conclude x(t) = a;(£r,£), 0 < t < S. Hence, 

limx(tr,£) = limxit) = CM. 

4. The Symplectic geometry of Mr(IHI3). 

4.1. The Poisson-Lie group structure on Bn. In this section we let G be 
any (linear) complex simple group, B = AN be the subgroup of the Borel subgroup 
such that N is its unipotent radical and A is the connected component of the identity 
in a maximal split torus over E, and K be a maximal compact subgroup. We will 
construct a Poisson Lie group structure on G which will restrict to a Poisson Lie group 
structure on B. For the basic notions of Poisson Lie group, Poisson action, etc. we 
refer the reader to [Lul], [GW], [LW], and [CP]. 

Let Rg and Lg be the action of g on G by the right and left multiplication 
respectively. Let g denote the Lie algebra of G, t be the Lie algebra of K and b be the 
Lie algebra of B. Then g = b 0 E and G = BK. Let pt (resp. p^) be the projection 
on t (resp. on b). We define K := pt - pb and let |(,) be the imaginary part of 
the Killing form on g. In the direct sum splitting g = 6 0 b we see that t and b are 
totally-isotropic subspaces dually paired by (,). 

Let tp e C^iG). Define Dip : G -> g and JDV : G -> g by 

(D<p(g),v) = ±\t=o<p(ei''g) 

for v e g. 
We extend (,) to a biinvariant element of C00(G,S2T*(G)) again denoted (,). 

Now define Vip G C00(G,r*(G)) by 

(V<p(g),x)=dtpg(x)9xeTg(G) 

We have 

D<p(g) = dR^Vtpig) 
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D'ip(g) = dL-lV<p(g) = Adg-iD<p(g) 

The Sklyanin bracket {<p, ip} is defined for ip, if) G (7°° (G) by 

WA}{9) = !«ft0W),-DV(ff)> - (nDv(g),DrP(g))) 

where 1Z = pi — pa- 

LEMMA 4.1. The bracket {<£,'*/>} w a Poisson bracket on Cco(G). 

Proof. See Theorem 1 of [STS]. 

Let w E C00(G,A2r(G)) be the bivector field corresponding to {•,•}. We now 
show that {•, •} induces a Poisson bracket on C^iB). 

LEMMA 4.2. w(b) is tangent to B , i.e. w(b) G A2Tb(B) C A2T(G) for all beB. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that if ip vanishes identically on B then {(p, ip} vanishes 
identically on B for each ip. However if ip vanishes identically on B then Vy>(&) 6 TbB 
for all beB. Hence Dip(b) E b, D'tp E b for each beB. This implies that 
TZDcp = -Dip, TID'ip = -D'ip and 

Hntm = -{D'ip{b),D'm) + (DV(b),Dm) 
But D'(p(b) = Adb-iDip(b), D'^{b) = Adb-iD2p(b) and (,) is Ad-invariant. D 

For the next corollary note that T£(B) is a quotient of T£(G). 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let TT be the skew-symmetric 2-tensor on T*(G) corresponding 
to w. Pick beB and a,/3e T£{G). Then 7r|6 depends only on the images of a and 
0inT*(B). 

We will continue to use TT for the skew-symmetric 2-tensor on T*(B) induced by 
TT above. 

REMARK 4.4. An argument identical to that above proves that w(k) is tangent to 
K. Hence {•, •} induces a Poisson structure on K. With the above structures K and 
B are sub Poisson Lie subgroups of the Poisson Lie group G. 

We will need a formula for the Poisson tensor TT on B. We will use (,) to identify 
T*(G) and T{G). Under this identification T6*(B) is identified to Tb{G)/Tb(B). We 
will identify this quotient with dRbt. We let iT\b denote the resulting skew-symmetric 
2-tensor on dRbt Finally we define 7rr E Crco(j5, (A2*)*) by 

7t\l(xyy) = Ti\b{dRbx,dRby),    x,y E t 

We now recover formulae (2.25) of [FR] (or [LR, Definition 4.2]) for fir. 

LEMMA 4.5. 7r\rb(x,y) = (pt(Adb-ix),pb(Adb-iy)). 

Proof Choose (p,i/> E C00^) with T7<p[b) = dRbx and V^(6) = dRby. Then 

*\bfay)=*\b(dRbx,dRby) = 7r|6(Vp(&), V^(6)) 

= 7r\b(dip(b),dm) = {v^m 

= lyidL^VtpWtdL^vm) - lindR^VipW^dR^vm) 

= -(nAdb-ix,Adb-iy) - -(nx,y). 
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But rr, y £ I implies (7&r, y) = 0. Hence, 

tfl&fol/) = -{pi{Adh-ix),Adh-iy) - -{pb{Adb-ix),Adb-iy) 

= -(pz(Adb-ix),pbAdb-iy) - -(ph(Adh-ix)iptAdb-iy) 

= {pt(Adb-ix),pb(Adb-iy)), 

The last equality holds by skew-symmetry, see [LR, Lemma 4.3]. D 

We will abuse notation and drop the ~ and r in the notation for nr henceforth. 

REMARK 4.6. The Poisson tensor on K, TTK, induced from the Skylanin bracket 
on G is the negative of the usual Poisson tensor on K (see [FR], [Lul]). Throughout 
this paper we let TTK^) = dLk X A Y — dRk X A Y, where X = | (_?]_ J) and Y = 
1 (0 i\ 
2 v« o/- 

We now give Gn the product Poisson structure, hence Bn inherits the product 
structure. We introduce more notation to deal with the product. We let $i C gn = 
9©...09 be the image of 9 under the embedding into i-th summand. For tp € C00{Gn) 
we define 

as follows. Let g = (gi,...,gn) € Gn and 1/ E 0i, then 

(Di(p,i/) = -j-t\t=ov(9i, ...,etu gi, ...,gn) 

{D'iV,v) = ^|t=o^i,...,^e^,...^n) 

Here we extend (,) to gn by 

for 8 = ((5i,...,<5n),7 = (71,...,7n)- We define d;, V^ in an analogous fashion. Finally 
define the Poisson bracket on C00{Gri) by 

{V^m = lit[(KD'i<p(g),Dtt(g)) - (KDMo)^^)))- 

As expected we obtain an induced Poisson bracket on C00^™) using the above formula 
with g E G replaced by b E B. 

Now let TT be the Poisson tensor on Gn corresponding to the above Poisson bracket. 
Let TT* E #om(T*(Gn),T((?n)) be defined by P(n*(a)) = 7r(a,/3). Let ip E C00^71). 
We have 

DEFINITION 4.7.  The Hamiltonian vector field associated to tp is the vector field 
X^ £ C00{Gn,T(Gn)) given by 

X^ - n^dcp 
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We will need a formula for X^. 

LEMMA 4.8. Let g = {gu...,gn). Then X^g) = (Xi(g),...,Xn(g)) where 

Xi(g) = -[dR9inDMg)-dL9inDf
icp(g)]. 

2L 

Proof. We will use the formula 

{<p^} =-dib(Xv) =-{X^V^) 

Here V is the gradient with respect to (,) on gn, see above, hence V^> = (Vi^,..., Vnip). 
We have 

MKg) = lj2[(nD'Mg),D'i^g)) - (nDi<p(g),Dtf(g))] 

= I fyCHD'wigUL^iiiig)) - (UDM^^R-^Mg))} 
1 4=1 

= \ J2[(dLginDlM9),Vii;(g)) - (dRgiTlDM9)^^(9))} 

= i<(*i(0),..., xn(g)), {VMo),.... vnV(p))) 

= \(Xv(g),Vrl>(g)) 

REMARK 4.9. Since w(b) is tangent to Bn the field X^b) will also be tangent to 
Bn. 

4.2. The dressing action of K on Bn and the action on n-gons in G/K. 
The basic reference for this section is [FR]. In that paper the authors take n = 2 and 
write G = KB. We will leave to the reader the task of comparing our formulae with 
theirs. 

In what follows we let G = SXstC), K = 517(2), and B be the subgroup of G 
consisting of upper-triangular matrices with positive diagonal entries. We let PB,PK 

be the projections relative to the decomposition G = BK. For the next theorem (in 
the case n = 2) see [FR, Formula 2.15]. 

THEOREM 4.10. There is a Poisson action of K on the Poisson manifold Bn 

given by 

k- (&i,...,&n) = (&i,...,&n) 

with b'i = psipKikh • • • &i_i)&t), 1 <i <n. 
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DEFINITION 4.11.  The above action is called the dressing action of K on Bn. 

DEFINITION 4.12. For n = 1, we denote by Br = Kb the dressing orbit of b, 
where b G B and d(6*,*) = r.    We will also need the formula for the infinitesimal 

dressing action of t on Bn. This action is given for x E £ by 

x-(6i>-.-,6n) = (6,...,W€r6(B
n) 

with & = dLbiPbAdb-iptAd(bl...b._1)-ix. Note that & € 16.(2?). 

REMARK 4.13. In order to pass from the K-action to the t-action observe that 
pK{bg) = pK(g) and psibg) = bpsig). Accordingly we may rewrite the K-action as 
k*(bi,...,bn) = (b,

l,...,b'n) with 

&i = hpB{KlpK({bi''' fri-i)"1**! • • • &t-i)&i), 1 < i < n. 

Recall, * G B3 is the element fixed by the action of K, K • * = *. Since B acts 
simply-transitively on G/K we have 

LEMMA 4.14. (%) The map $ : Bn -> P6ln(*) given by 

*(6i,...,bn) = (*, &!*,...,bi • • • 6n*) 

is a diffeomorphism. 

(ii) The map $ induces a diffeomorphism from {b G Bn : bi • • 'bn = 1} onto 
CPoZn(*). 

We now have 

LEMMA 4.15. $ is a K-equivariant diffeomorphism where K acts on Bn by the 
dressing action and on Poln(*) by the natural (diagonal) action. 

Proof Let k • (&i,..., bn) = (b",..., &£) be the pull-back to Bn of the action of K 
on PoZn(*). Then 

bl* = A:6i* 

&1&2* =::: kbib2* 

&! • • • 6n* = fc6i • • • 6n* 

We obtain 
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= pB((pB(kbi • • • fci-i))"1/^! • • • bi-ibi) = pB{pK{kbi • • • &i-i)&i) 

There is another formula for the dressing action of K on Bn that will be useful. 

LEMMA 4.16.  With the above notation 

b'i = PB(PK{' ' • {pK(kbi)b2) • • • 6»-i)&i) 
^^ v ' 
i-i times 

Proof. Induction on i. U 

We obtain a corresponding formula for the infinitesimal dressing action of 6 on Bn. 

LEMMA 4.17. x • (6i,...,6n) = (&»—>fn) where 

€i = dLbtpbAdfr-ipzAdb-i • • • p^Adh-\X. 

We now draw an important consequence. 

LEMMA 4.18. The map $ induces a diffeomorphism between B" = Bri x • • • xBrn 

and the configuration space of open based n-gon linkages Nr, where if b G B™, then 
r = (ri,..,rn) and d(bi • • -fci*,^ • • -fci-i*) = r*, for all 1 < i < n. 

Proof Let b G £? be given. Then *(6) = (*, &!*,..., 6i • • • 6n*). The i^-orbit of 
$(6) is 

[*,fc6i*,...,fc(6i---6n)*] 

The z-th edge e* of $(6) is the geodesic segment joining hbi--&i_i* to kbi • • • &;*. 
Clearly this is congruent (by kbi • • • 6i_i) to the segment connecting * to &i*. D 

COROLLARY 4.19. The symplectic leaves of Bn map to the configuration spaces 
Nr under $. 

Proof The B™ are the symplectic leaves of Bn. U 

4.3. The moduli space Mr as a symplectic quotient. We have seen that 
* induces a diffeomorphism from {(6i,..., bn) € £" : &i • • • bn = 1}/K to the moduli 
space Mr of closed n-gon linkages in H3 modulo isometry. In this section we will prove 
that the map <p : Bn ~> B given by v?(6i, • • • , bn) = bi ■ • - bn is a momentum map for 
the (dressing) K action on Bn. Hence, Mr is a symplectic quotient, in particular it 
is a symplectic manifold if 1 is a regular value by Lemma 4.24 below. 

The definition of a momentum map for a Poisson action of a Poisson Lie group 
was given in [Lul]. 

DEFINITION 4.20. Suppose that K is a Poisson Lie group, (M,7r) is a Poisson 
manifold, and K x M —> M is a Poisson action.  Let x G I, ax be the extension of 
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x e t = (£*)* to a right-invariant 1-form on K*, and x be the induced vector field on 
M. Then a map tp : M —>• K* is a momentum map if it satisfies the equation 

—Tr&^ax = x 

REMARK 4.21.   For the definition of K*, the dual Poisson Lie group, see 
[Lul]. In our case K* = B. 

The next lemma is proved in [Lul] and [Lu3]. We include a proof here for complete- 
ness. 

LEMMA 4.22. Suppose that M is a symplectic manifold, K is a Poisson Lie 
group and K x M -» M is a Poisson action with an equivariant momentum map 
ip : M —> K*. Assume 1 is a regular value of if. Then (p~1(l)/K is a symplectic 
orbifold with the symplectic structure given by taking restriction and quotient of the 
symplectic structure on M. If we assume further that the isotropy subgroups of all 
x G ^~1(1) are trivial then (p~1(l)/K is a manifold. 

Proof. Let u be the symplectic form on M and m £ </?~1(l) C M. Let Vm be 
a complement to rm(^~1(l) in TmM. Let t • m C TmM be the tangent space to the 
orbit K - m. Hence tm = {x(m) : x € £}. We first prove the identity 

LUmx(m) = -ip*ax\m 

Here we use ujm to denote the induced map TmM -> T^M as well as the symplectic 
form evaluated at m. Indeed we have the identity 

—ir^ip ax = x 

Applying u we get 

UJX = -ip*ax 

We claim that if m e ^~1(1) the t • m is orthogonal (under ujm) to Tm((^~1(l)), in 
particular it is totally-isotropic. Let x(m) et-m and u e rm(<^~1(l)). Then 

Vm(x(m)>u) = -<P*<Xx\m(u) = -ax\m(dipmU) 

But d(pmu = 0 and the claim is proved. Hence, the restriction of u;m to Tm(<p~l(l)) 
descends to rm((^~1(l))/6 • m = TK-miv^ity/K)- We now prove that the induced 
form is nondegenerate. 

To this end we claim that 6 • m and Vm are dually paired by u;m. We draw two 
conclusions from the hypothesis that 1 is a regular value for ip. First by [FR, Lemma 
4.2] the map E -» t • m given by x ^ x(m) is an isomorphism. Second, d<pm • Vm -> 6* 
is an isomorphism. Let {XI,...,XN} be a basis for E, whence {xi(ra),...,£w(ra)} is a 
basis for E-ra. We want to find a basis {^i,..., VN} for Vm so that a;m(^(m), Vj) = 5ij. 
Choose a basis {VI,...,VN} for Vm such that {dipmVi, ...,d<pmVN} C t* is dual to 
{xi,...,Xiv}. Then 

Wm(xi(m),Vj) = -<p*(xXi\m(vj) = -aXi\m(d<pvj) = -dipvjixi) = -6^ 
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As a consequence of the previous claim, the restriction of a;m to t • m 0 Vm is nonde- 
generate. We then have the orthogonal complement (t • m 0 Vm)1- is a complement 
to t - m 0 Vm and u;m|(E • m 0 V^)-1 is nondegenerate. But then (6 • m 0 V^)-1 maps 
isomorphically to TK-mi^1^)!^). D 

We will also need 

LEMMA 4.23. (^(m) is a regular value for ip if and only z/tm = {x G 6 : x(m) = 
0} = 0. 

Proo/. Let x G 6. Then x G (Jmc?^!™)-1- <£► c/?*^ = 0 <£► 0 = —ir^OLx = x(m). D 

We now begin the proof that </? is a momentum map for the dressing action of K 
on i?n. We will need some notation. Let x G I = b*. Recall that ax is the extension 
of x to a right-invariant 1-form on B. Thus if £ G Ti,(i?) we have 

asl&CC) = (dRbX.C). 

LEMMA 4.24. -Ti^a:^ = dLbpbAdb-ix. 

Proof. Let 2/ G 6. It suffices to prove that 

7r\b(ax(b),ay(b)) = -ay\b(dLbphAdb-ix) 

Now 

ir\b(ax(b),ay(b)) = 7r\b(dRbx,dRby) =7Tr\b(x,y) = (p6(Ad6-ix),/?b(^6-i2/)) 

according to Lemma 4.5. Also 

—ay\b(dLbPbAdh-ix) = -(dRby,dLbpbAdb-\x) 

= -(i4d6-i2/,pb-4d6-ia;> = -(p^cf6-iy,pbAd6-ia;) = (pei4d6-ia;,pb^d6-iy) 

D 

LEMMA 4.25. y*OLx\b = (aXl\bl,'— ,aXn\bn), where xi = x and Xi = 
Pt(Ad{bl...bi_l)-ix), 2<i<n. 

Proof. We will use the following formula (the product rule). Let b = (&i, ...,6n) 
and C = (Ci,.-.,Cn) € Tb(B

n). Then 

dVb(0 = (dit!&2...&nCi + dLbldRb3...bnC2 H h dLbl...bn_1(;n) 

Hence 

(^*«x)|6(C) =aaj|6i-6n(dB62-&nCl +   dLbldRb3...bnC2 +   •••+   dL^.-^.^n) 

= (dRbl...bnx,dRb2...bn^i) + (dRbl...bnx,dLbldRb3...bnC2) H  

+(dJ?6i...6Ba?>dL61...6n_1Cn> 

= (di?felx,Ci) + (di^Ac^-irc^) + ••• + (dJR6nyld(6l...5n_l)-ia;,Cn> 

= ]Caa;«te) 
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PROPOSITION 4.26. ip is an equivariant momentum map for the dressing action 
ofK onBn. 

Proof, To show that (p is a momentum map we have to check that 

-Tr#<p*ax\b = £•(&!,...,&n) 

But —7r#ip*ax = {—TT^otxii'" j~7r#axn) and the result follows from the previous 
two lemmas. To show that ip is equivariant we have to check that ip{k • (61,..., bn)) — 
k • bi...bn. This is obvious from the point of view of polygons. D 

As a consequence of the above proposition we obtain 

THEOREM 4.27.  The map $ carries the symplectic quotient ((^|JB«)_1(l)/i^ dif- 
feomorphically to the moduli space of n-gon linkages Mr. 

REMARK 4.28. We obtain a symplectic structure on Mr by transport of structure. 

4.4. The bending Hamiltonians. In this section we will compute the Hamil- 
tonian vector fields Xfj of the functions 

fj(b)=tr((b1---bj)(b1---bjy), l<j<n. 

Throughout the rest of the paper, we will assume G = SZ^CQ- Then G = BK, where 
B = {(0 0-i) e SL2(C)\a e R+, z e C} and K = SU{2). 

We will use the following notation. If A G Mm(C) then A0 = A - ^tr(A)I will 
be its projection to the traceless matrices. 

THEOREM 4.29. Define Fj : Bn -)-1 for b = (bu 62, -, bn) by 

Fi(6) = ^^I[(61...6J•)(61...6ir]0 

Then Xf^b) = (Fj(b) • (61, ...,6j),0, ...,0) where • is the infinitesimal dressing action 
oft onBi, see U.2. 

Proof   It will be convenient to work on Gn and then restrict to Bn.   By the 
formula for X^ of Lemma 4.8 it suffices to compute Difj and D^fj. We recall that 

Dfr(g) = AdgriDitp(g) 

hence it suffices to compute Difj(g). We first reduce to computing Difj by 

LEMMA 4.30. A/jte) = Ad(gi-9i-i)-lDifj(9)' 

Proof. By definition 

(Difj(g),v) = jt\t=of3(gi>...,etl'gi,...,gn) 

But it is elementary that 

/i(ffi,---,ct,/ftJ-»JSn) = /j((^i.»^-iCt,/)Si.»->fln) 
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Differentiating at t = 0 we obtain 

(Difjig),") = (Difjig^Adg^g^u) = (Adigi...gi_l)-iDifj{g),i/) 

D 
We next have 

LEMMA 4.31. Dtfjig) = Fjig). 

Proof. By definition 

(Drffa),*) = ||^oM(e^i---^)(e^i---^)*] 

= M(^i • "9j)(9i' • •&)* + tei * -9j){v9i' "9jT] 

= tr[(i/0i • • -fljOCffi * • -Si)*] + tr[(m ' "9j)(9i' ••»)*]* 

= *r[(i/yi • • '9j)(9i - -Qj)*] + *r[(i/^i • • •ft/Xsi • • -ft)*] 

= 2itetr[(i/0i • • • g^igi • • • #)*] 

Since 1/ € 5/2 (C) we may replace 

{9i'~9j)(9i~'9j)* 

by its traceless projection 

[(gi~'9i)(9i-9jr]0- 

Since tr is complex bilinear we obtain 

{DifjigM = 2Imtr(u^l[(9i • • -^(ffi • • -fc)*]0) 

= (y:rT[(5i---5J)(ffi---3in0^>. 

D 

Now we restrict to Bn and substitute into our formula for Xfj (b) in Lemma 4.8. 
We obtain 

LEMMA 4.32.   (Xf^i = (Difj(b) ■ (bi,...,bn))i= the i-th component of the in- 
finitesimal dressing action of D\fj{b) 6 E. 

Proof. By Lemma 4.8 we have 

1 
2 

(*/,)i = \wUJlDifiib) - dL^KD'ifM 

= l[dRbiKAdlbl...bl_l)-iDlfJ(b) - dLbi1lAdb-iAd{bl...bi_l)-iD1fj(b)] 

We write 

Ad(bl...b._l)-lD1fj(b) = X1+Th 
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with Xi G 6 and 77 G b. Hence 

X1=pt(Ad(6l...6|.l)-iDi/i(6)) 

771 = Pb(Adibl...bi_l)-iD1fj(b)) 

Then 

nAd^.t^-iD^jib) = X1 - in 

We write 

Adj-iXi = X2 + r)2,X2 e 6,772 e b 

Then X2 = pt(Adh-iXi),7]2 = Pb(A(i,-iXi) and 

Adb-i (Xi + 77!) = X2 + rj2 + i4d6-i77i 

Hence 

KAdb7iAd(bl...hi_1)-iDifj(b) = X2 - m - Adb-ir]i 

= X2 + 772 - 2772 - Adb-irji 

= Adh-iXi - 2rj2 - Adh-ir)i 

Hence 

(Xfj)i := o^6*^1 ~ ^^1 ~ dLbiAdh7iXi + 2dLbir}2 + ^^-1771] 

But dL^Ad^i = dRti and we obtain 

Since 772 = pb(Adb-ipt(Ad(bl...bi_1)-iDifj(b))) the lemma follows. D 

With this Theorem 4.29 is proved. □ 

4.5. Commuting Hamiltonians. In this section we will show the functions 

fj(b)=tr((b1---bj)(b1---bjy), l<j<n 

Poisson commute. The proof is due to Hermann Flaschka. 

PROPOSITION 4.33. {/,-, /*} = 0 for all j, k. 

Proof.   Again we will work on Gn and then restrict to Bn.   Without loss of 
generality we let j < k. 
Recall from Lemma 4.30 

Difjig) = Ad(gi...g^l)-iDifj(9). 

It is easily seen that 

DiM9) = D'i_1fM>ioTl<i<j. 
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We now have, 

{fj,fkM ^litlVWfMMfkig)) - (KDifjig^DiMg))} 
z i=l 

= I i^KKD'Jjig^DiMg)) - (TlDifj^Dihig))] 

= |Krci>}/j(fl), J?!/*(s)> - (KDifMMM] 

= ±[(nAd{gi...g.)-1D1fj(g),Ad{gi...g.)-iD1fk(g)) - (RDifj^Difkig))] 

= \{KAd(gx...gj)-iD1fj{g),Ad{gi...g.)-.D1fk{g)) 

since Difi(g) € t for all i.   The proposition follows if we can show 

(KAdigi...gj)-iD1fj(g),Adigi...g.)-iD1Mg)) = 0. 

It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.29 that 

M»i-»)-lI)i/ite) = v'-lMs.-s,)-1 Kffi • ■■9j)(9i • ■■9j)*]0 

Hence, 

{fj,fk}{g) = (nAd{gi...9j)-iD1fj(g),Adigi...gj)-iD1fk(g)) 

= (Ad{gi...gj)-iD1fj{g),Ad{gi...gj)-iD1fk(g)) 

= (Dlfj(g),D1fk(g)) 

= 0 

since (,) is Arf-invariant. This proves the proposition on Gn. The result then holds 
when we restrict to Bn, U 

4.6. The Hamiltonian flow. In this section we compute the Hamiltonian flow, 
tPk, associated to /&. 

Recall from Theorem 4.29 the Hamiltonian field for fk is given by Xf^b) = 
(^•(6) • (61,..., fy), 0,..., 0) where • is the infinitesimal dressing action of K on Bn. We 
now need to solve the system of ordinary differential equations 

{*)* dt "r=(Fj(b)-(bi,---,bj))i,l<i<j 

w = 0, j + l<i<n dbi 

LEMMA 4.34. Difj(b) = Fj(b) is invariant along solution curves of (*). 

Proof. It suffices to show ipj(b) = bi- -• bj is constant along solution curves. 
Let b(t) — (&i(£),...,&n(£)) be a solution of Xf.. Then 
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= ImDifjibmhit) - 6i(t)^i/i(fc(*))]62(*) • • • bjit) 

+bi(t)±[(1lD2fJm)Mt) -b2{t)nD,
2fj{b{t)))b3{t)■ ■ ■ bjit) + ■■■ + 

+bi(t)b2(t) ■ ■ ■ bj^it^KnDjfjibimbjit) - bjimD'jfMm 

= ImDifMmhit) ■ ■ ■ bjit) -h(t)--- bimwfMm 

= 5[(2>i/i(&(*)))M*) • • • W) - h(t) ■ ■ ■ bmDifMm 

= iKDifjibmh® ■ --bjit) - hit)■ ■ ■ bj(t)(Ad{bl...bi)-iD1fj(bm} 

= \[(DifMm)bi(t) ■ ■ ■ hit) - iD1fJibmbiit) ■ ■ ■ hit)} = 0 

Thus (p(b) is constant along solution curves of X^., proving the lemma. D 

REMARK 4.35. It also follows from the previous proof that fj(b) is constant along 
solution curves of (*). 

Let b = ( Q a-i) with a G 1R+ and z € C, then it follows from a simple calculation 
that 

det(Fi(6)) = i(a4 + a"4 + \z\4 - 2 + 2a2\z\2 + 2a-2\z\2). 

Since a > 0 we see that a4 H-a~4 > 2 with equality if a = 1. Therefore, det(Fi(b)) > 0 
with equality iff b = 1. Prom the above argument it follows that det(Fj(b)) > 0 with 
equality iff bi • • • bj = 1. 

It is also an easy calculation to show 

det{Fj(b)) = yi(b)2-l,  V6 6B" 

LEMMA 4.36.  The curve exp(tFj(b))is periodic with period 27r/w \fj(b)2 — 1 

Proof To simplify notation, let X = F^b) G t Then 

det(X) 

giving us 

X2 = -(det(X))X-lX = -det(X)I 
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So, 

exp tX = ^2 
00 tnXn 

n=0 
00 

{-l)n(tdet(X))n       ^ (-l)n(tdet{X))n X 

(2n)! ^       (2n + l)!       ^/d^X) 

,    i x        sin {tyJdet{X)\ 
= cos(.v^^)7+-i7_r^X 

/   /: ; \       sin (««/!/, (6)2-1) 

VV ^ t/l/i(6)a-l 
= COS 

Therefore the curve is periodic with period 27r/A/|/j(6)2 — 1. D 

We can now find a solution to the system (*) 

PROPOSITION 4.37. Suppose P £ Mr has vertices given by &i,...,6n. Then 
P(t) = (fiiP) has vertices given by &i(£), ...&n(£) where 

bi(t) = (expitFjib)) - (61,...,^))*, 1 < i < k 

bi(t) = 6^, fe + 1 <i <n. 

Here - is the dressing action of K on Bj. 

Proof. This follows from Fj(b) being constant on solution curves of (*). We can 
see immediately that the b^s are solutions curves of our system of ordinary differential 
equations. D 

COROLLARY 4.38. The flow tpKP) is periodic with period 27r/J\fj(b)2 - 1. 

REMARK 4.39. // the k-th diagonal is degenerate (bi • • • bk = 1) then P is a fixed 
point of iffr. In this case the flow has infinite period. 

Let 4(6) = 2cosh"1 (!/*(&)), then 

dlk =    , dfk 

and consequently 

Xek=XSklj\ft-l 

where Xtk is the Hamiltonian vector field associated to 4- Since fj is a constant of 
motion, Xik is constant along solutions of (*) as well. Let \I>£ be the flow of Xik. We 
have the following 
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PROPOSITION 4.40. Suppose P e M^ has vertices bu...,bn. Then P(t) = #jj.GP) 
has vertices 6i(^),...,6n(^) given by 

l<i<k 6,(t) = exp((fFj(6))/^/,(6)2 - l) • (fci,...^^, 

bi(t) = bi, k + 1 <i <n 

where • is the dressing action of K on Bn. 

Thus *J. is periodic with period 27r and rotates a part of P around the fc-th 
diagonal with constant angular velocity 1 and leaves the other part fixed. 

4.7. Angle variables, the momentum polyhedron and a new proof of 
involutivity. We continue to assume that our n-gons are triangulated by the di- 
agonals {dn, 3 < i < n - 1}. We assume P G M° so none of the n — 2 triangles, 
Ai, A2,..., An_2, created by the above diagonals are degenerate. We construct a poly- 
hedral surface 5 bounded by P by filling in the triangles Ai, A2,..., An_2- Hence, 
Ai has edges ei, e2,anddi3, A2 has edges dis, e3,anddi4, ..., and An_2 has edges 
di.n-i, en_i,anden. 

We define (9$ to be the oriented dihedral angle measured from A^ to Ai+i, 1 < 
i < n — 3. We define the i-th angle variable 8i by 

0i=7r-0h l<i<n-3. 

THEOREM 4.41. {8i,...,6n-s} are angle variables, that is we have 

(i) {li,0j} = 6ij 

(n) {0i,0;} = O. 

Proof. The proof is identical to that of [KM2, §4]. □ 

We next describe the momentum polyhedron Br for the action of the above (n- 
3)-torus by bendings. Hence, 

Br = {e(Mr) C (E>o)n-3 : l=(tu...,ln-3)}- 

Let (^i,...,^n_3) G (E>o)n~3 be given. We first consider the problem of con- 
structing the triangles, Ai, A2,..., An_2 above. We note that there are three triangle 
inequalities Ei(t,r), 1 < i < n - 2, among the rVs and £/s that give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of A*. Once we have obtained the triangles 
Ai,A2,..., An_2, we can glue them along the diagonals du, 3 < i < n — 1, and 
obtain a polyhedron surface 5 and a n-gon P. We obtain 

THEOREM 4.42. The momentum polyhedron Br C (E>o)n~3 is defined by the 
3(n — 2) triangle inequalities 

ki -^1 < h  < ri +r2 

Ki-r3|< £2 <ti+r3 

Kn-4 - ^71-21 <£n-3< t>n-A + ^n-2 

Vn-l - Tn\ <in-3< ^n-l + ^n 
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Here r = (ri,...,rn) is fixed, the ti's, 1 < i < n — 3, are the variables. 

As a consequence we have 

THEOREM 4.43. The functions £I,£>J—j^n-3 on Mr are functionally indepen- 
dent 

The theorem follows from Corollary 4.45. We will apply the next lemma with 
M = £~1(5°), the inverse image of the interior of the momentum polyhedron under 
* = (*i,*2,...A-3). ThenM-^x(51)n-3. 

LEMMA 4.44. Suppose M = M° is a connected real-analytic manifold and 
F = (/i, ...,fk) ' Mn —>■ R*, n > k, is a real-analytic map such that F(M) contains a 
k-ball.  Then the 1-forms dfi,...,dfk are linearly independent over C00(M). 

Proof Since the 1-forms d/i, d/2, —, dfk are real-analytic, the set of points x G M 
such that dfi\x,...,dfk\x are not independent over E is an analytic subset W of M. 
Let M0 = M — W. Hence either M0 is empty or it is open and dense. But by 
Sard's Theorem, F(W) has measure zero. Since F(M) does not have measure zero, 
M ^ W and M0 is nonempty, hence open and dense. Therefore, if there exists 
<Pi,>~,Vk € C00(M) such that Yl^iVidfi = 0 then <Pi\Mo = 0, 1 < i < k, and by 
density <pi = 0,1 < i < k. D 

COROLLARY 4.45. The restrictions ofdii^d^ ...<>d£n-3 to M C Mr fl^e indepen- 
dent overC^iM). 

REMARK 4.46. Since £ is onto, if there exists $ G C00(Br) such that 
*(4(a?),...,4(a?))=0, ^en* = 0. 

We conclude this chapter by giving a second proof that the bending flows on 
disjoint diagonals commute. Since M° is dense in Mr, it suffices to prove 

LEMMA 4.47. *J(*5(P)) = **.(*?(P))f /or P G Mr
0. 

Proof We assume i > j. We observe that the diagonals du and dij divide the 
surface S into three polyhedral "flaps", /, II, III (the boundary of / contains ei, 
the boundary of // contains ei, and the boundary of /// contains ej). Let Rf and iZ*- 
be the one parameter groups of rotations around du and dij, respectively. We first 
record what $| o vp*. does to the flaps. 

98
io9t

j(I)=R8
iR

t
j(l) 

*f 0*5.(111) =/// 

Now we compute what ^ o $? does to the flaps. The point is, after the bending 
on'dii, the diagonal dij moves Rfdij. Hence, the next bending rotates / around 
Rfdij. Hence, the next bending curve is Rf o Rt o RTS. We obtain 

*t
joil!l(I) = (R?Rt

jR7°)R°(I) 

*$o *?(//) = R!(II) 

*5 o *?(///) = in. 
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5. Symplectomorphism of Mr(E
3) and Mr(IHl3). Recall r is not on a wall 

of Dn. Then by Theorem 3.2 of this paper, the hyperbolic Gauss map 7 = 7^: 
Mr(HI3) -» Qsst(r) is a diffeomorphism. Moreover by Theorem 2.3 of [KM2], the 
Euclidean Gauss map % : Mr(E

3) -» Q8st(r) is also a diffeomorphism. We obtain 

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose r is not on a wall of Dr, then the composition j^1 oje : 
Mr(E

3) -» Mr(WP) is a diffeomorphism. 

REMARK 5.2. The result that Mr(E
3) and Mr(3HI3) are (noncanonically) diffeo- 

morphic was obtained by [Sa]. 

It does not appear to be true that j^1 o je is a symplectomorphism. 

5.1. A Formula of Lu. In the next several sections we will prove that M^HP) 
is symplectomorphic to Mr(E

3). 
We first define a family of nondegenerate Poisson structures 7re, e E [0,1], on the 

2-sphere, S2 ^ K/T. Letting uje be the corresponding family of symplectic forms we 
show the cohomology classes [UJ€] of u€ in H2(S2) are constant. 

Fix A e M+ and A = X A Y G A2e, where X = |( ^ J) and Y = |(? J). The 
following family of Poisson structures 7r€ on K/T ~ 52 for e € (0,1] are due to J.-H. 
Lu [Lu2]. 

TTe = efTToo - r(c)7ro] 

where TTQC = P+TTK = p*(dLkA - dRkA), T(e) = YZ^TT, and TTQ = 2dLkA.   Here 
p : K -¥ K/T is the projection map. Then 

7re(k) = e(dLkA - dRkA) -    _'    x dLkA. 

LEMMA 5.3. 

Hm 7r€ = yr-TTo 
e->0 4A 

Proof. The proof of the lemma is a simple application of L'Hopital's rule. 

LEMMA 5.4. 7re is nondegenerate for e G [0,1]. 

We will prove Lemma 5.4 in Proposition 5.23, where we show (K/T, 7re) is sym- 
plectomorphic to a symplectic leaf of the Poisson Lie group (J5e,7rjB€) 

We leave it to the reader to verify the Poisson structures on 52 can be written 

and 

where (a,/?) are coordinates obtained by stereographic projection with respect to 
the north pole (see [LW]).   TTOO is the Bruhat-Poisson structure on K/T.   We now 
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let uje be the symplectic form obtained by inverting 7r€ (this is possible since 7r€ is 
nondegenerate). 

 -da A dp  
<* " €( 1 (1 + a2 + p) _ lr(€)(1 + a2 + ^2)2)    ' € € 1°' ^ 

Let UQ be the limiting symplectic structure 

da A dp 
uo = —8A 

LEMMA 5.5. 

Proof. 

(l + a2+/32)2 

/   a;o = -6 
^M2 

-STTA 

da A dp 
oA- 

~~8XJe=o    Lo    (TT^F 
=_18irAr-(^*s 
= -STTA 

D 

LEMMA 5.6. 

UJ€ = -STTA, e G (0,1] 

Proof. Note that r(e) < 0. Then 

JR* e JR* (1 + <* 

da A dp 
2+P2)-T{e)(l + a2+p2)2 

__2   rd=27T  r=00 r dr A dg 

€7^0    7-0    (l + r2)-r(€)(l + r2)2 

__47r   ru=™ jX/2)du 

e Ju=1    u-T(e)u' ,2 ) 
27r ,     I r(e) - 1 

log' 
6      *|    r(€) 

= -^ log(e4^) 

= -87rA 

We have proved the following 

LEMMA 5.7.  The cohomology classes [uje] of LJ€ in H2(S2) are constant. 

REMARK 5.8.  The previous lemma is a special case of Lemma 5.1 of [GW]. 
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5.2. Symplectomorphism of (Tlx(e)i7rBc) and (K/T,7r\i€). In this section we 
obtain the Poisson structure 7re from a deformed Manin triple (ge, 6, be). 

For e > 0, we define the isomorphism f€ : 0e -4 g by f€=pt + epb, so that 
f€(X + £) = X + 6% for X € 6 and f £ b. We will define a Lie bracket on g€ by the 
pullback of the Lie bracket on g, [u,v]e = f\/^[feU^ftv\. We also define (,)€ as the 
pullback of (,). Here [, ] and (,) are the usual structures on 9. We define Bt : g -> g* 
as the map induced by (,)€. To simplify notation, the subscripts will be dropped 
when e = 1. 

The following lemma gives us a formula for the Lie bracket on g€. 

LEMMA 5.9. [X+a,y+/?]e = [X,y]+e/9e[X,^+6^[a,y]+/>b[X,/3]+/9b[a,y] + 
€[a,/?], where X,Y E 6 and a,/? E b. 

Proof. 

[X + a, F + /?]< = /1/e[/e(X + a), /e(y + /?)] 
= /lA[X + ea,y + e/3] 

= A/JIA-, y] + €[X, ft + e[a, Y] + e2[a, /?]} 

= /i/e{[X,y]+c/»t[X,/?]+epb[Xli9]+e/>t[a,11+«pb[a,y]+e2[a>/31} 
= [X, Y] + epe[X, /3] + e^[a, F] + pb[X, 0} + pb[a, Y] + e[a, 0\ 

D 

We leave it to the reader to check 

LEMMA 5.10. (,)e = e(,) 

Let Ge be the simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra ge. Let Fe : Ge ->■ G 
be the isomorphism induced by /e. We have a commutative diagram of isomorphisms. 

0,   -*-+  0 

exp€ exp 

G€ —^ G 

Let x € g€. We use the identity map to identify g and g€ as vector spaces. In 
what follows, we will make frequent use of 

LEMMA 5.11. yld(exp€x) = Ad(expea;) as elements in GL(b) for all x e be = b. 
Here Ad denotes the adjoint action of Ge on ge. 

Proof By [Wa, pg. 114], 

Td(exp€ x) = e^x 

     eadx 

_. ead(ex) 

= i4d(exp ex) 
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Given our deformed Manin triple on Gei (8€,fc, be), we will construct a Poisson 
structure 7r£€ on J5€, the simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebra, be. We will 
denote all quantities associated to the deformed Manin triple with a hat ~ . 

We define the Poisson Lie structure on B€ by the Lu-Weinstein Poisson tensor 
[LW] 

7rB€(6)(^-iax,^6-iay) = (pe(M-^€-
1(ax)),Pb(M-^e-

1(ay)))e 

where ax, ay 6 b*, ax = {X, -)i and ay = (Y, •)!. 

REMARK 5.12. Since lim€_).o(J)6 = 0, it appears as if the limiting Poisson struc- 
ture lim€^o 5rB€ will vanish. However, we will see in Proposition 5.14 that the limiting 
Poisson structure is associated to the Manin triple (go?6, bo) and (,)o = ^7|€_0(>)e- 

We denote by 'ITB€ the Poisson structure on Be using the scaled bilinear form 

K>« = <,>. Then 

W&)(dfl6-iajr,dRft-iay) = (peCM-iSf^ax)),^^-^!-1^))} 

where ax,ay € b*. For the following we will let X€ = B~1(ax) £ 6, again dropping 
the subscript when e = 1, so that X€ = ^X. 

LEMMA 5.13. TTB, = \^B. 

Proof. 

7fBAb)(dRb-^ax,dRb-iOiY) = (pt{Adb-iXe),ph(Adb-iY€))€ 

= (pe(Ad!6-i^),pb(M-ily))€ 

= ±(pt{Adh-iX),pb{Adb-iY)) 

D 

PROPOSITION 5.14. lim€^onBAb)(^K-iax,dRb-iOiY) = -(log6,[-X",y]>. 

Proof. 

limQ7rBe(
b)(dRb-iax,dRb-iaY) = Yim-(pi(Adb-iX),pb(Adb-iY)) 

= lim -2Imtr(ps(Ade-eio&bX)pb(Ade-cioSbY)) 

= lim 2Imtr(pt(Ade-eiogbX)pb(- logbY + Ylog6)) 

= -2Imtr(Xpb[\ogb,Y]) 

= -2Imtr(X[logb,Y}) 

=-2Imtr{logb[X,Y]) 

=-(logb,[X,Y)) 

REMARK 5.15. Before stating the next corollary, note that the limit Lie algebra bo 
is abelian whence the limit Lie group BQ is abelian. Hence, exp0 : bo = T0(Bo) —> BQ is 
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the canonical identification of the vector space BQ with its tangent space at the origin. 
Hence, exp0 is an isomorphism of Lie groups and expj carries invariant 1-forms on 
BQ to invariant 1-forms on bo. 

COROLLARY 5.16. \im€-toirB€ is the negative of the Lie Poisson structure on 
6* ~ bo transferred to BQ using the exponential map on the vector space BQ. 

Proof. The proof is left to the reader. 

REMARK 5.17. (K,CTTK) is the dual Poisson Lie group of (B€y7rBe)- 

We will denote the dressing action of K on Be by D* and the infinitesimal dressing 

action of t on B€ by d£
€. By definition de

e(b)(X) = TTB^^OLX)- We then have the 
following. 

LEMMA 5.18. de
€(b)(X) = \d?(b)(X) 

Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 5.13 and the definition of dressing ac- 
tion. D 

REMARK 5.19. lime^o^(6)PO = ad*(X)(logb) 

For the remainder of the section, fix A £ K+ and a = exp€ XH £ B0 where 
H = diag(l,— 1) E ae. Let </?€ : K ->- E^ C B€ be the map defined by (pe(k) = 
Dl(k)(a) = PB£(fc*a), where T,€x is the symplectic leaf through the point a e Be. The 
map ipe induces a diffeomorphism from K/T onto S^ which we will also denote by 
(p€. Recall the family of Poisson tensors on K/T given in §5.1 

TTA,* = 6(71-00 - r(€A)7ro). 

LEMMA 5.20. The map (p€ : K/T -> B€ is K-equivariant, where (K^CTTK) acts 
on (K/T^nx^) by left multiplication and B€ by the dressing action. 

Proof. tpe(g ■ k) = DiigkKa) = 5f(5)(Pf(fc)(o)) = g ■ <*(*). D 

REMARK 5.21. The action of (K, CTTK) on {K/T^x^) by left multiplication is a 
Poisson action. 

Since K/T is a symplectic manifold, there is a momentum map for the action of 
K on if/T, see [Lul, Theorem 3.16]. We will see as a consequence of Proposition 5.23 

LEMMA 5.22.  The momentum map for the action of (KJCTTK) on (K/T,7r\je) is 

PROPOSITION 5.23. The map <pt induces a symplectomorphism from (K/T^TTX^) 

to     (E€
A,7rB€). 

Proof. Since the if-actions on K/T and EA are Poisson and the map <p€ : K/T -> 
T,\ is a jRT-equivariant diffeomorphism, if (d(pe)e(TTx,e(e)) = TTB. (a) then it follows that 
(dpOfcOM*)) = *B€(V(*)) for all k € K/T. 
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We will need the following lemmas to prove the proposition. We leti? = (§J)eb 

and A = EAiE G bAb. If we set 7f\(b) = ^(dLf, A—dRb A), we then have the following. 

LEMMA 5.24. ITB. U = ITTAU for a = expc AiJ. 

Proof. Let X = (4 J^), y = (1% J!H) € t 

 *  * 1       — — 
7rij€(a)(di?a-iax,di?0-iay) = -(pt(Ada-iX),ph(Ada-iY)) 

= ±(X,Adapb(Ada-iY)) 

We can see, 

Adapb(Ada-iY) = Adapb (Ada-i (ii 4i)) 

=Adap^j^-:^) 

= Td«{Ve~2'Y'X)v) 
= (l-e4cA)(8S) 

so that 

\(X1Adaph{Ada-iY)) = -Imtr [(^ _«,) (o d-^)")] 
e 

= --(l~e4€A)J^M 

= -(e4£A-l)/mM. 

If we evaluate the right-hand side of the above formula we see 

1  * ^^* 1 
-^K{a){dRa-iax,dRa-iaY) = — [ax A ay(AdaE, AdaiE) - ax A ay^E^iE) 

2 
= -[e4€AIm(m;) — /m(wv)] 

= ~(e4eA-l)/m(m;) 

= 7rBe(a)(d^a-iax,di20-iay) 

D 

We then have the following. 

COROLLARY 5.25. 7rB£(a) = £(1 - e-4£A)5La (E ME) 

Proof. 

7rBt (a) = — [dla(E A iE) - dRa(E A iE)] 

= —dLa[E A iE - Ada-i {E A iE)} 

= ^-dLa[EME-e-AiX{EME)] 
Z6 

= ^-(1 - e-4<A)5La (£ A iE). 
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D 

The diffeomorphism y>e : K/T -» S^ gives us {dtpt)e : t/t -> T0S^ C TaBe defined 

by (dVe)e(O = i<Uw>b(M,-i0. Now let X = i (^ J) and y = i (P «) as in §5.1, 
then 

(#e)e(X) = ^(e-2€A - e2€X)dLaE and  (^£)eOO = ^(e"2€A " e2eX)dLaiE. 

It then follows that 

LEMMA 5.26. (d^€)e(7rA,c(e)) =7rBe(a) 

(dp€)c(7rA,€(e)) = (d^6)e(c(^oo(e) - r(eA)7ro(e))) 

= e(d^e)e(7rcx)(e)) - €r(eA)(d^€)e(7ro(e)) 

= 0-2er(eA)(d^)e(XAy) 

= -7rT(e\)(e-2€X -e2€X)2dLa(EAiE) 

= -^-(e-ux-l)dLa(EAiE) 

= 7fjBe(a). 

a 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.23. □ 

We can next look at the product {KjTy1. We give {K/T)71 the product Poisson 
structure TT^C = TTA^C + H ^An^- Define the map 

given by 

*e(*l,...,*») = (V!(*l),-,^(*n)) = (5f(*l)(aAl),...,5f(*w)(aAn)) 

where ip\{ki) = JDf(A:i)(aAi) and aAi = expe(A;iy) € Be.   We note the map $e : 
(K/T)n -> i}€

Xi x • • • x E^n is a symplectomorphism. 
We leave the proof of the following lemma to the reader. 

LEMMA 5.27.  The action of K on (K/T)n given by 

fco(fci,...,fcn) = (fcfci,pK(*^i(fcl))*2,...,P/i:(fc^i(fcl)---^-i(*n-l))fcn) 

25 the pull back under $€ of the e-dressing action on S^ x • • • x E^ C B™. 

The momentum map for the action of (K^CTTK) on ((K/T)n,7r\j€) is 

$€ : (K/T)n -> Be 

where 

*e(*i,..,fen) =^i(*l)*---*^n_i(*n-l). 
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5.3. The e-dressing orbits are small spheres in hyperbolic 3-space. Let 
b be the Killing form on g divided by 8. We have normalized b so that the induced 
Riemannian metric (,) on G/K has constant curvature -1. We let b€ = /*&, hence be 

is the Killing form on g€. Then (, )€ = Fc*(,) is the induced Riemannian metric on 
G€/K and Ge/K has constant curvature -1 (since F€ is an isometry). We will call (, )e 

the hyperbolic metric on Ge/K. 
The map £ : B€ —> Ge/K given by £(&) = b*K is a diffeomorphism that intertwines 

the e-dressing orbits of K on Be with the natural K action on Ge/K given by left 
multiplication (using the multiplication in Ge). We abbreviate the identity coset K 
in Ge/K to XQ and use the same letter for the corresponding point in G/K. We have 

LEMMA 5.28. The image of the e-dressing orbit E^ under £ is the sphere around 
XQ of radius eX. 

Proof Let de be the Riemannian distance function on Ge/K and d the Rieman- 
nian distance function on G/K. We have 

de(xo,exp€
X0 XH) = d(xo,Fe expe

Xo XH) 

= d(xo1expXof€(XH)) 

= d(xo,expXoeXH) 

= eX 

5.4. The family of symplectic quotients. In this section we will continue to 
use the notation of §5.2. Let p : E = (K/T)n x / -> I be a projection. Here we 
define / = [0,1]. We let Tvert(E) C T(E) be the tangent space to the fibers of p. 
Hence A2 Tvert\E) is a subbundle of A2 T(E). We define a Poisson bivector TT on E 
by 7r(u, c) = TTA^U- TT is a section of A2 Tvert(E). 

Let S C Bn x I be defined by 5 = {(&,e)|6 G E^}. We let {K^TTK) act on 
(K/T)n x / by k • (w,e) = (k o w,e), where o is the action given in Lemma 5.27, 
and act on S by k • (6,6) = (D*(k)(b),e). We then define the map $ : E —¥ S 
by ^(u,e) = ($c(w),c) which is a K-equivariant diffeomorphism. We also define 
* : E -> B by tf (u, e) = $€(u). 

REMARK 5.29. \I>|p-i(e) is the momentum map for the Poisson action of (K, CTTK) 

on (K/T)n x {e}. 

We need some notation. Suppose n > m, F : En+1 —► Rm is a smooth map, 
and 0 € Em is a regular value of F. Let M = F'1^). Write Mn+1 = En x R with 
x e Mn, ^ G E. Let p : En+1 -> E be the projection onto the Mine. The next lemma 
is taken from [Sa]. 

LEMMA 5.30. Let (x,t) G M. Suppose |^L ^ has maximal rank m. Then 

dp|(«,*) : r(Xfe)(M) -> rt(K) is onto. 

Proof It suffices to construct a tangent vector v € r(a.j4)(En+1) satisfying 
(i) ve kerdF\{x,t) 

(ii)^ = Er=i^al7 + 
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Put c = (ci,...,cn) and write the Jacobian matrix dF\(Xit) as (A,b) where A is 
the m by n matrix given by A = ff-|(x,t) and & is the column vector of length m given 

ky & = lFl(a;,t)- We are done if we can solve 

Ac + 6 = 0. 

But since A : En -> Em is onto we can solve this equation. D 

REMARK 5.31. We need to generalize to the case in which Mn+1 is replaced by the 
closed half-space H = {(x,t) : x G Rn, t > 0} and the t-line by the closed half-line. 
Given (x,0) € dM we tuw/i £0 /md v = X^i C*5F "*" ^ ^^ ^l(x,o)(^) = 0 f50 v is 
m ^fee tangent half-space to M at (x, 0) G dM). The argument is analogous to that of 
the lemma and is left to the reader. 

COROLLARY 5.32. Suppose M is compact and for all (x,t) and further that 
^\(x,t) has maximal rank for all (x,t) G M. Then p : M -* E is a trivial fiber 
bundle. 

Proof, p is proper since M is compact. This is the Ehresmann fibration theorem 
[BJ, 8.12]. D 

REMARK 5.33. We leave to the reader the task of extending the corollary to the 
case where the t-line is replaced by the closed t half-line. 

We now return to our map \I> : (K/T)n x J -> B. We have 

*(u,c) =<Pi(ui)*---*(p€
n(u1). 

Let e > 0. We apply Lemma 2.5 to deduce that 1 G B is a regular value for u -» ^(u, e) 
(recall we have assumed r is not on a wall of Dn). Now let e = 0. It is immediate 
(see [KM2]) that 0 G E3 is a regular value of u -* *(w,c) (again because r is not on 
a wall of Dn). We obtain 

LEMMA 5.34. p : *~1(1) -¥ I is a trivial fiber bundle. 

Now let M = i^~1(l)/K. We note that p factors through the free action of K on 
**"1(1) and we obtain a fiber bundle p : M -> I. This gives the required family of 
symplectic quotients. 

PROPOSITION 5.35. p : M -> / is a trivial fiber bundle. 

REMARK 5.36. p"1^) = Mr(E
3) andp~1(l) = M^EP) and we may identify M 

with the product Mr(E
3) x /. 

We now give a description of the symplectic form along the fibers of p. Recall that 
if TT : E -» B is a smooth fiber bundle then the relative forms on E are the elements 
of the quotient of Am(E) by the ideal generated by elements of positive degree in 
7r*A*(B). Note the restriction of a relative form to a fiber of TT is well-defined and 
the relative forms are a differential graded-commutative algebra with product and 
differential induced by those of Am(E). 

Lu's one parameter family of forms ue of §5.1 induces a relative 2-form UJ€ on 
K/T x J which is relatively closed. By taking sums we obtained a relative 2-form uje 

on (K/T)n x J and by restriction and projection a relative 2-form Qe on M. Clearly 
Q€ is relatively closed and induces the symplectic form along the fibers of p : M -> /. 

We let [u;e] be the class in if2(p~1(e)) determined by d)e. 
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5.5. [d>e] is constant and Moser's Theorem. To complete our proof we need 
to review the i-th cohomology bundle associated to a smooth fiber bundle TT : E -> B. 
The total space Wg of the i-th. cohomology bundle is given by H^ = {(6, z) : b E 
B, z e -H"*(p~1(6))}. We note that a trivialization of E\u induces an isomorphism 
between T-t^ and WUxF, But WUxF = {{x,z) : x e U, z e Hl(F)}, whence 
TiiUxF = U x H^F). It is then clear that WE is a vector bundle over B with typical 
fiber iiP(F). We next observe that the action of the transition functions of E on 
Hl(F) induce the transition functions of Hl

E. Hence if we trivialize E relative to a 
covering U = {Ui : i E /} such that all pairwise intersections are contractible then 
the corresponding transition functions of l-Ll

E are constant. Hence Tig admits a flat 
connection called the Gauss-Manin connection. We observe that a cross-section of H^ 
is parallel for the Gauss-Manin connection if when expressed locally as an element of 
W-uxF as above it corresponds to a constant map from U to HZ(F). 

REMARK 5.37. Ifr is a relative i-form on E which is relatively closed then it 
gives rise to a cross-section [r] of T-LlE such that [T](6) is the de Rham cohomology 
class o/r(6)|ff-i(6). 

We now consider the relative 2-form CJ€ on M. The form Cje is obtained from the 
corresponding form uje on (K/T)n x I by first pulling cD€ back to ^~1(1) then using 
the invariance of uje under K to descend UJ€ to LJ€. We observe that [2C] (reps. [a;€]) is 
a smooth section oiHJK,T^nxI (resp. Ti^))- 

We obtain a diagram of second cohomology bundles with connection 

0/2 **    v   a/2 J   **        nj2 n(K/T)nxI *   ^tf-^l)   ^ nA M 

where i : ^"^l) ->• (K/T)n x I is the inclusion and TT : *  1(1) -> M is the quotient 
map. We have 

7r*[uj€] =2*[5e]. 

PROPOSITION 5.38. [UJ€] is parallel for the Gauss-Manin connection on T-L2
M. 

Proof. By Lemma 5.7, [a;e] is parallel for the Gauss-Manin connection on 
(K/T)n x /. Hence 2*[c5c] is parallel for the Gauss-Manin connection on Ti%-iM)- But 

an elementary spectral sequence argument for the bundle K -» 1$r~1(l) -> M shows 
that TT* : HM -> ^l-wx) is a bundle monomorphism. Hence if 7r*[cje] is parallel, so 
is [Q€]. D 

COROLLARY 5.39. The cohomology class of LJ€ is constant relative to any trivial- 
ization of p : M. —> I. 

We now complete the proof of symplectomorphism by applying a version of 
Moser's Theorem [Mo] with M = Mr(E

3). For the benefit of the reader we will 
state and prove the version of Moser's Theorem we need here. 

THEOREM 5.40. Suppose uje is a smooth one-parameter family of symplectic 
forms on a compact smooth manifold M. Suppose the cohomology class [uje] of uje in 
H2(M) is constant. Then there is a smooth curve </>e in Diff(M) with (fio = idM such 
that 

UJe = (p*UJo. 
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Proof. Choose a smooth one-parameter family of 1-forms r€ such that 

(We may choose r€ smoothly by first choosing a Riemannian metric then taking re to 
be the coexact primitive of ~^- - here we use the compactness of M). 

Let Q be the one parameter family of vector fields such that 

k€We = r€. 

Now we integrate the time dependent vector field £e to a family \I>€ of diffeomorphisms 
(again we use that M is compact). We have 

= 0. 

Hence $*a;€ is constant so $*a;€ = CJQ and u)€ = (*71)*a;o. Q 

5.6. The geometric meaning of the family M of symplectic quotients - 
shrinking the curvature. We recall that XK denotes the complete simply-connected 
Riemannian manifold of constant curvature K. Let r = (ri,r2, ...,rn) 6 (M+)n with 
r not on a wall of Dn. Let Mr(XK) be the moduli space of n-gon linkages with 
side-lengths r in the space XK. The following theorem is the main result of [Sa]. 

THEOREM 5.41. There exists a > 0 and an analytically trivial fiber bundle 
TT : £ —> (—oo, a) such that 7r~1(/^) = Mr(XK). 

Let M be the family of symplectic quotients just constructed (except we will take 
(-oo, 0] as base instead of [1,0]). We then have 

THEOREM 5.42.  We have an isomorphism of fiber bundles 

£\(-oo,o] - M. 

We will need 

LEMMA 5.43. Let A > 0. Then we have a canonical isomorphism 

Mr(XK) ~ MXr(XK/x). 

Proof   Multiply the Riemannian metric on XK by A.   Then the Riemannian 
distance function is multiplied by A and the sectional curvature is multiplied by j. U 

REMARK 5.44.  There is a good way to visualize the above isomorphism by using 
the embedding ofXK, K < 0, in Minkowski space (as the upper sheet of the hyperboloid 
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x2 + y2 + z2 - t2 = ^-J or XK, K > 0 in E4 ( as the sphere x2 +y2 + z2 + t2 = -^). 
The dilation map v i-> Xv of the ambient vector space maps XK to XK/\ and multiplies 
the side-lengths by A. 

Now we can prove the theorem. Let p : M -> (—oo,0] be the family constructed 
is §5.4. By Lemma 5.28 we see that p~1(e) ~ Mer(X_i). Thus we are shrinking 
the side-lengths of the n-gons as e -* 0. But we have just constructed a canonical 
isomorphism 

M€r(X^)^Mr(X.e). 

So we may regard the deformation of §5.4 as keeping the side-lengths fixed and shrink- 
ing the curvature to zero. 

To give a formal proof we will construct an explicit diffeomorphism 

£|(-oo,0] 

(-oo,0] 

To this end, observe that the map B x (—oo,0] -> G/K x (-oo,0] given by 
(6, K) !->• (6 * K, K) induces a if-equivariant diffeomorphism 

Bn x (-oo,0] £• (G/K)n x (-oo,0] 

(-oo,0] 

given by F((6i,...,6n),/c) = ((K,bi *K,...,bl * • • • * 6n_i * K),K). 

We give TT"
1
^) the Riemannian metric |/c|(,)«. Let £' C (G/K)n x (-oo,0] be 

defined by 

£' = {{yi,~;yn,K) • 2/i =^o; ^(yi^t+i) = U, 1 < i <n} 

Here dK is the distance function on TT
-1
^) associated to the Riemannian metric 

|tt|(,)rt. Let Sr x (-oo,0] be the dressing orbit through (eriH, ...,ernif) for the K- 
dressing action of K on p~1(«). We let M C Ur x (—00,0] be the subset M = 
{(61,..., 6n, K) : bi * 62 * • • • * bn = 1}. Then F carries M diifeomorphically onto £' 
and induces the required diffeomorphism M —>• £|(-oo,o]- 0 

REMARK 5.45. The relative 2-form ije is a symplectic form along the fibers of p. 
Thus we have made the restriction of the family of [SaJ to (—oo,0] into a family of 
symplectic manifolds. Can u€ be extended to (—oo,a)for some a > 0? 
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